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See how a game created by the very Jigsaw would look like! Use the available objects, outwit tricky illusions and optical puzzles
and above all, answer the question – wil 5d3b920ae0
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Scary, fun and challenging! I love survival-horror and puzzle games, so I am really enjoying this one. It took me about 30
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minutes to escape the first room. I look forward to the next room and its challenges. SPOILERS ahead! Check out my
gameplay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdnwuY3jfOY&feature=youtu.be. I rather enjoyed this though the puzzles were
a little hard and the hints didn't really help.. game is too difficult and if you want a challenge it just u2665u2665u2665u2665ing
throws u into theu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665without giving you any tips whatsoever unless you play on
u2665u2665u2665u2665in easy, still, it punishses you for the slightest mistake of not being able to tell what numbers go in what
order.. Well, need door code.. Scary, fun and challenging! I love survival-horror and puzzle games, so I am really enjoying this
one. It took me about 30 minutes to escape the first room. I look forward to the next room and its challenges.. This is a really
fun game to play. Best part is the Dev is around to help if you ever have a problem. Fun quirky puzzles are everywhere and also
bonus games included.. Bad game. Not enough matches.. Fun since I enjoy escape room games! Some of the puzzles are harder
and more odd than others but its not unbeatable. There are some very interesting mechanics in the game that I liked. I wish the
ending rooms had a bit more detail to them as the first few rooms though.. Super responsive dev. Fixed the issue I flagged
within 24 hours. If you like puzzle point and click games I highly recommend this one. It's a really cool take on the genre.
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